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Google Users Vote Prague Airport the
5th Best in Europe

Airport Ranking
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This exceptional result is an improvement of three spots compared to last year’s ranking.
Out of more than 20,000 user reviews, Prague Airport received the rating of 4.3 on a five-
point scale. The ultimate European airport ranking was conducted by the Holidu search
engine using the reviews from Google Maps. “I am happy that Václav Havel Airport
Prague has been included among the top five airports according to Google map user
ratings. I view this as an acknowledgement of the efforts of all our employees who work at
the airport,” Jiří Pos, Prague Airport CEO, commented the result.

Smartwings Announces Two New Routes from Prague
Passengers from Prague will now be able to use a direct service to Cairo. Smartwings
flights to the Egyptian capital will be available every Wednesday and Saturday from 1
November 2023. The Azores, to which flights from Prague will be operated twice a week,
is another new destination advertised by the airline. The Smartwings service to Ponta
Delgada Airport will be launched on 26 April 2024.

EasyJet Inaugurates Its Service Between Prague and
Lyon
On 4 September, easyJet launched its new route to Lyon, France. Flights are operated
twice a week, every Monday and Friday, making the new connection from Prague ideal for
European city breaks.

Czech Airlines Is to Re-connect Prague with Yerevan
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Czech Airlines has announced its new destination from Prague Airport – the capital of
Armenia, Yerevan. The route to this Transcaucasian metropolis will be launched on 4
December and subsequently operated every Monday and Thursday.

Increases in Frequencies to European Hubs
We are less than a month away from the winter flight schedule effect. In addition to the
already announced new destinations, we are expecting further increases in frequencies
between Prague and leading European hubs compared to last winter. Air France, KLM,
and Finnair will continue to operate the same number of frequencies as through the
summer season. SWISS will increase the frequency between Prague and Zurich to four
times a week, while Iberia will add three frequencies on the route to its hub, connecting
Prague with Madrid 10 times a week.
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